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• Motivation 
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Motivation 
2015 
Urban challenges 
 
- Water 
- Energy 
- Waste 
- Air pollution 
- Climate 
- Food 
- Risk adaptation and 
mitigation 
- Growth management 
- Living conditions 
- Basic services 
- Transportation 
- … 
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Chart 3 
Portfolio 
…available in one place! 
 
end-to-end solutions ready to use 
…all data and tools needed… 
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• Motivation 
 
Chart 4 
User community 
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Number of users: > 465 
Number of organizsations: 46 
 
Key users: 
- World Bank Group 
- United Nations 
- OECD 
- World Food Programme 
- Bill & Melinda Gates Found. 
- Group on Earth Observation (GEO) 
- WorldPop 
- Columbia University (CIESIN) 
- MININFRA Rwanda 
- …. 
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Chart 5 
Live Demo 
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Chart 6 
Platform 
Urban Thematic Exploitation Platform (U-TEP)  
urban-tep.eu 
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Chart 7 
Data and Products Showroom 
Product Portfolio 
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• Product and Service Portfolio 
Chart 8 
Geobrowser Product Portfolio 
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 Global Urban Footprint (GUF) 
 Data base: 182,249 TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X 
images (3m) collected in 2012 (308 TB)  
 Spatial resolution: 12 m (scientific use), 
84m (non-profit use) 
 Release: November 2016 
 Users: >300 institutions from 43 countries 
 
 World Settlement Footprint (WSF) 
 Use of free and open data 
 Multi-sensor (Sentinel-1, Landsat/Sentinel-2) 
 Multi-date (use of all scenes available) 
 Multi-facility (DLR, U-TEP, GEE) 
 
Product portfolio 
 WSF 2015 (10m, binary mask) 
 WSF 2015 Density (30m, imperviousness) 
 WSF 2015 Network (settlement pattern) 
 WSF Evolution (30m, 1984-2015) 
 WSF/GUF 3D (average building volume) 
 
 GUF 2012 
 WSF 2015 
Tracing Global Urbanization:    New Data from Space 
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~460.000 
Landsat-8 scenes 
collected in 2014-2015 
6 spectral 
indices 
temporal 
statistics 
30m 
spatial 
resolution 
> 1.5 PB  
intermediate products 
5 25 TB  final product 
World Settlement Footprint:    TimeScan Landsat 2015 
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World Settlement Footprint:   TimeScan Sentinel-1 
2015  
 
Annual World Bank Conference on Land and Poverty | 19-23 March  2018 | Washington 
DC, USA                                Slide 11 
WSF 
   WSF 2015 
   Beijing 
   Shanghai    
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Chart 14 
Earth Observation  
Processing Services 
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Processing of On-Demand Services 
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Sentinel + Landsat Archive - Search and Access 
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Chart 17 
Visualisation  
and  
Synergistic Data Analysis 
 
Thematic Applications 
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Chart 18 
Thematic Applications 
Visualisation and Analytics Toolbox (VISAT) 
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Kigali / Rwanda – Housing Inventory 
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Oslo Tree Cover / Urban Green 
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Map: WSF Bangkok 1985, 1995, 2005 and 2015. Bar Chart & Table: SDG 11.3.1 Indicator: Population 
Change normalized by Settlement Area Change. The higher the ratio the more unbalanced the 
development between population and settlement area. 
SDG 11.3.1 - SE-Asia 
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A: Accumulated nightlights intensity of 2015 in relation to the total population of a country in 2015 
B: Number of geotagged tweets per capita 2016 
C: Accumulated nightlights intensity of 2015 in relation to the electric power consumption per capita [kWh] 
Thematic Applications - Global 
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A: Urban population in % of total population (1985 – 2015) 
B: Gross national Income per capita (US$) (Development 1985 – 2015) 
C: Urban population in % of total population (1985 – 2015) 
Thematic Applications - Global 
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Chart 24 
Outlook 
 Kick-Off for the pre-operational phase October 2018 
 Streamlining of operations, design and functions 
(until May 2019) 
 Release of more functions and datasets to the urban 
community (e.g. processing services, WSF products)  
 Striving for sustainability during operational phase  
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Chart 25 
urban-tep.eu 
contact@urban-tep.eu 
German Aerospace Center (DLR) 
German Remote Sensing Data Center (DFD) 
 
Dr. Felix Bachofer  
Tel.: +49 8153 28 - 3183 
Felix.Bachofer@dlr.de 
